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ABSTRACT
Audio AI services present an opportunity to conceptualise smart

buildings in a new light. Microphones can capture fine-grained

audio information that can be used for determining how many

people are inside of a building, where they are, and what kinds of

activities are taking place. This information can feed into smart

resource management systems or it could be used for assistive

technologies. Generally speaking, audio is regarded as a less in-

trusive type of information collection than video surveillance, but

significant issues of privacy and security persist with audio capture.

Such issues warrant a serious discussion about how safe it is to

use audio-capture in smart buildings for AI decision-making. This

position paper initiates a discussion of research directions for the

safety of audio services related to three key areas: data degradation

strategies, dynamic customisation of tools, and privacy-aware tech-

nologies. In each area, we identify key challenges and highlight

solution concepts with the potential to address the issue.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Social aspects of security and pri-
vacy; •Computingmethodologies→Adversarial learning; Speech
recognition; •Computer systems organization→ Embedded soft-

ware.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A variety of opportunities arise from incorporating artificial intel-

ligence (AI) services based on speech and audio into smart build-

ings, as such services have the potential to improve experiences

of individuals and groups. One class of applications incorporates

audio-capture for intelligent technologies that require information

such as monitoring of room occupancy or movement and activi-

ties of people throughout a building in order to optimise energy
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resource consumption, e.g., by regulating heating, ventilation or

lighting [10]. Another class of applications involve using audio

capture to provide assistive services, for example for deaf and hard

of hearing populations (DHH), such as audio scene analysis, talker

localization, alerts for audible events, or new wearable devices that

work in synergy with microphones inside smart buildings [18].

Technologies that involve audio capture can give rise to a range

of issues relating to safety. We understand and refer to safety of

audio AI systems in a broad sense. This includes the reliability of

data degradation strategies (detailed in Section 2.1), their fairness

in the way they treat sensitive information (detailed in Section 2.2),

and awareness of privacy (detailed in Section 2.3). Safety is impor-

tant particularly from those who are concerned about relinquishing

control of their privacy or security in the surrounding environment

alongside the perception of continuous surveillance. Oversight from

GDPR [25] highlights idealised protections, though some of these

protections are the responsibility of technology developers. Provid-

ing audio AI services in smart buildings implies installing multiple

microphones throughout a building. While different audio appli-

cations have differing levels of autonomous decision making, they

have in common the need to address consumer concerns of safety.

Safety issues in this context may range from actual or perceived

violations of privacy and security, to problematic decisions made

by an audio AI system [9].

Against this background, this position paper explores the safety

issues of audio AI for three key areas: (1) performance reliability

from data degradation, (2) the role of personal and dynamic cus-

tomization, and (3) privacy-aware technologies. We look at each of

these areas in terms of two safety-related trust relationships. In each

case, we identify open research challenges, define key components

of the challenge, and propose some useful strategies for understand-

ing how the challenge could be overcome through research or by

taking advantage of currently available solutions.

2 CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS: SAFETY TRUST
RELATIONSHIPS
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Figure 1: Conceptual diagram showing two forms of trust for
audio AI services: (1) interpersonal trust between users and
their agreement to participate in the service together, and (2)
the trust between users and the audio AI services.

We introduce two overarching relationships in Figure 1 that

are important for AI safety, and these relationships will form the
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foundation of our discussion of safety and trust throughout this

paper. The first relationship involves how audio AI services may

affect safety, privacy, and comfort between users (interpersonal).

Some audio AI services capture audio from bystanders who are not

directly involved in a service, but whose presence and activities

may contribute audio data to a service meant for another. Examples

of this relationship can be understood from audio scene analysis,

audio event detection, or closed-captions that provides acoustic

information to the DHH communities [18]. Interpersonal trust is

important because bystanders may inadvertently participate in the

co-construction of acoustic scenes and this is a recurring issue

in many AI systems [28]. The second relationship from Figure 1

involves the trustworthiness of the AI service (i.e., the trust between

the service and the users). This type of trust describes the reliability

and fairness of AI-based decision making. In this relationship, users

must be willing participants and relinquish their audio data while

also feeling safe with regard to how their data will be processed

and used. Another part of this relationship is whether users have an

ability to opt out of participating in the audio service for a particular

context (e.g., microphones installed in restrooms to support users

with physical conditions but unnecessary for others).

3 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND
CHALLENGES

3.1 Reliability: Data Degradation Strategies
Consumer trust is dependent upon a series of factors, and in this

section we examine the technical effectiveness and reliability of

algorithmic solutions. Installing microphones throughout smart

buildings can make some people uneasy. Many people have a rea-

sonable expectation of privacy when it comes to how their smart

technologies store, process, and transmit audio data [5]. Recent

work in audio-based activity recognition has shown that people

begin to trust audio privacy more if monitored speech has been

rendered unintelligible to humans through an audio degradation

technique called scrambling [13]. Some types of scrambling or noise

may make audio content unintelligible to humans, but does not

neutralise information in the audio signal for an AI system. Another

audio degradation technique involves injecting different types of

noise into data in order to prevent salient features (such as identity,

spoken content, or emotion) from being detected, while retaining

enough information to perform the target task.

Research Direction 1. Reliable audio AI services require
privacy-preserving techniques that do not impede the AI ser-
vice, and this can be met through the creation of methods that
perform data degradation and verified through adversarial
tasks. Let 𝑥 be the inputs to an AI system S that is optimised to output
a decision 𝑦 (for example, a classification prediction problem). Let 𝑥
also be the inputs into an AI counter-system A such that the counter-
system is optimised to perform poorly on a separate task. The counter
system may act as an adversary that attempts to gain access to private
information, for example a separately trained speaker recognition
system that attempts to recover individual identity from audio. The
aim is to develop a method N that creates a noise 𝑛 to be applied to
the input 𝑥 in order to transform 𝑥 into 𝑥 ′ so that it satisfies optimal
performance in system S and degraded performance in system A.

Data degradation is an open research area and this line of enquiry

can expose a class of algorithmic vulnerabilities called adversarial
attacks [22]. Expanding on previous work in the area of audio scram-

bling [13], we suggest increased research to explore adversarial AI

components that check whether speech content and individual

identity could be reconstructed from degraded or scrambled audio.

The purpose of the adversarial component (which we have defined

as system A) is to enhance the trust partnership between AI and

consumers. Another form of data degradation involves a signal-

emitting device (system N from our problem description) that can

be installed into a physical space (e.g., an office or meeting room).

The device emits a signal (audible or subsonic) that conceals human

conversation, such that anyone outside of the physical space cannot

eavesdrop [1, 7, 12]. In this scenario, the systemN emits a noise 𝑛 to

transform the input speech so that an automatic speech recognition

(ASR) system (or human listener), as system A, performs poorly on

the task of word recognition. The noise-emitting systemN serves to

strengthen both types of trust (interpersonal and human-AI). Once

users understand that they can trust the functionality of system N,
they can focus their efforts on building interpersonal trust through

private conversations and co-participation in the AI service.

3.2 Personal and Dynamic Customization
Attitudes differ when it comes to the notion of perceived or actual

surveillance by microphones and audio AI services. Solutions for

audio AI must account for different people having different prefer-

ences and therefore audio AI services must be dynamic and allow

for customization. Privacy concerns with audio AI are so strong

that some people admit to modifying how they behave or speak

when they are around audio-enabled devices like personal voice

assistants [24]. While people in the DHH community, for example,

can benefit from audio AI services that are always listening, this

does effectively create a scenario of continuous surveillance. An ex-

ception could be related to audio AI for the purpose of serving as an

assistive technology. It was found by Profita et al. that bystanders

whose data is collected in audio capture are more forgiving of their

privacy concerns if they believe that an audio device is an assistive

device meant to help others [19].

Research Direction 2. The need for fairness in audio AI
services can be met with selective masking techniques that
target pre-defined sensitive information to allow for dynamic
customisation and opt-in strategies. Let S be an AI system, with
input values 𝑦 that is designed to perform a service task (e.g., monitor
the acoustic landscape and provide an alert when a specific sound is
audible). LetM be an AI system that takes audio features 𝑥 as input
and provides𝑦 to S such that the two systems are composedM ◦ S. The
aim is to design and developM to intelligently mask specific portions
of an audio signal that contain sensitive information (e.g., features of
voice identity or sensitive phrases spoken in the background)

There are two general types of speech privacy: voice anonymity

and content masking. Methods that achieve anonymity change the

acoustic properties of voice so that an individual’s identity (includ-

ing age, gender, accent, etc.) is unrecognisable from audio data by

human listeners and AI algorithms [15]. On the other hand, speech

content masking involves methods that remove or conceal con-

tent from audio such as sensitive spoken words or acoustic events
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[27]. Incorporating speech privacy into smart buildings could be

achieved by composing masking techniques with audio AI services.

In such a system composition, raw audio data is processed to con-

ceal sensitive information, and then the output of that system is

passed on to the AI service (with sensitive content removed).

The challenge of fairness that we describe in this paper could

be approached through composing systems of privacy and systems

of audio AI services. Successfully overcoming this challenge will

require innovative work in that direction, and to some extent is

already being explored by the speech community through the de-

velopment of spoofing countermeasure systems to protect voice

biometric systems [26]. As mentioned earlier, views of privacy may

shift for some people based on the communication context and

purpose of audio capture [2, 3, 19]. Deciding which types of infor-

mation should be concealed is a matter of additional research, in

part to gain an understanding of public perceptions of privacy and

also to understand how information masking affects performance

of assistive audio AI services. This challenge highlights both the

importance of interpersonal trust relationships among users as well

as the importance of trust between users and audio AI services.

Masking strategies address an element of fairness for individuals

who may have the option to participate (or not) in audio AI services.

However another important dimension comes from audio AI ser-

vices that are designed to provide assistance to people, as assistive

technologies. People who rely on audio AI services as a form of

assistive technology do not necessarily have the option to opt out

of services, so these circumstances warrant careful consideration

of safety. Examples of audio-based assistive technologies that could

be implemented in a smart building include sound event detection

for hearing impaired, wireless acoustic sensing networks based on

microphones distributed throughout an area [11], localization of

sound (i.e., automatically determining where a sound originated

from), reducing or removing noise from acoustic environments [18],

summaries of audio scenes [23], and wearable audio services for

DHH [16]. Individuals who rely on audio AI services in smart build-

ings may not have a choice to control how they opt in and opt out

of services, if they require particular services. Similarly, bystanders

whose information is inadvertently captured by assistive audio AI

may not be at leisure to opt out without causing a disruption to

the assistive technology. Addressing this will improve safety and

contribute to interpersonal trust as well as human-AI trust.

3.3 Privacy-Aware Technologies
Maintaining user trust from audio AI services in smart buildings

requires joining together technical solutions from reliability and

fairness while also delivering continued trust after gaining users’

consensus. In this section, we introduce several engineering strate-

gies that can help to assure user safety.

Research Direction 3. Safer audio AI services can be devel-
oped with technologies that assure privacy-by-design. Let S be
an audio AI system and let 𝑥 be the audio signal input into the system.
The system S includes components C (such as hardware, additional
signal processing technologies, secure enclaves, etc). The aim is to
design C such that it constrains how S encapsulates information 𝑥

internally and distributes it externally.

Similar to the noise-emitting device described earlier, another

signal-based privacy technique involves purposefully rendering a

microphone unable to capture audio. When done in a controlled

manner, this can facilitate customised or dynamic audio capture

wherein all of the audio can be blocked from a microphone. Sub-

sonic signals (acoustic signals below the hearing threshold) can

be harnessed to control when and where information is captured

by a microphone. This is referred to as microphone jamming [21].

Jamming can be used for temporarily rendering a microphone in-

operable for a period of time, for example during an especially

sensitive meeting. Since jamming can be performed with subsonic

signals, the jam does not interfere with the human experience of

the acoustic landscape. Additional research in this area could ex-

plore how to target specific microphones among many inside of a

building, as well as jamming signal reach and strength.

Another privacy-aware technology involves the optimisation of

AI algorithms (including audio-based neural networks) to enable

them to run directly on a chip or micro-controller. This approach

is referred to as edge computing. With edge computing, audio data

is inherently prevented from being physically recorded or stored,

and all of the AI processing occurs directly on a chip equipped with

a microphone. Edge computing solutions are often divorced from

connectivity (such as WiFi or Bluetooth), so this approach makes

it difficult to hack or attack microphones [4]. In a case when par-

ticular microphones must be linked or transmit information, edge

computing can be designed to allow transmission of specific infor-

mation, such as a number indicating occupancy levels, whether

specific people are in the room (if they have opted in to voice

identity), or if significant acoustic events have been detected in an

audio scene [14, 23]. Example edge computing solutions include

distillation of neural networks with Tensorflow Lite Micro [6]. An

example free commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) toolkit that supports

multiple types of microchips is also available is called Edge Im-

pulse [8]. The ONNX [17] libraries allow multiple different types

of neural network toolkits to interface with accelerators and micro-

controllers, enabling algorithms to be optimised for edge computing.

This enables localised audio AI services wherein data need not be

transmitted to a central server: for example using voice biometrics

to unlock a secure door or room.

4 DISCUSSION
We have presented three research directions related to safety of

audio AI services in the context of smart buildings. For each area,

we described challenges and potential solutions that could be ex-

plored further. All of the challenges to safety are at the intersection

of individual privacy and security. Our research directions are sum-

marised in Figure 2. In Research Direction 1, we described an

external coordinator that “adds noise” to audio data. In Research
Direction 2, we described a composite system that works in se-

quence to filter specific targeted information from the raw audio

data. And finally in Research Direction 3, we described a system

that does not require coordination with other components because

it “self-organises” privacy by design.

We described how audio data can be misused, for example steal-

ing voice biometric markers to create deepfakes. But the potential

harms for consumers extend beyond deepfakes. The presence of
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Figure 2: Visualization of research directions (1), (2), and (3)
with proposed research components (dark colouring).

microphones inside smart buildings can invoke feelings of unease

due to privacy concerns and possible surveillance of conversations

or personal matters. Two overarching types of trust are at work,

(1) interpersonal trust among users, and (2) trust between users

and AI systems. In the course of preserving individual privacy (and

reducing potential or perceived harms) it is important that audio

AI systems continue to perform with high reliability. On behalf

of AI systems, a mistake or mis-identification could range from

benign and annoying to critical for life and safety (e.g., acoustic

scene analysis that alerts DHH individuals of dangers, or someone

calling out for emergency help).

Audio services are generally under-explored in AI research, and

the safety and harms are not fully understood. Privacy-preserving

anonymisation techniques and content masking techniques are

active research areas for the audio processing community. As we

have described, however, there is no one-size solution to managing

consumer safety. Trust can be developed though a methodology of

co-design that establishes human-AI partnerships [20] as well as

human-human partnerships. As much as humans are consumers

of AI, they are also co-creators of AI because they supply the data

used in training and inference, and ultimately decision-making.

Our proposed research agenda supports advances and provides

provides a timely opportunity to exploit the limits of software on

chip, by ensuring that speech cannot be recorded or stored during

audio capture in smart buildings. Educating consumers about audio

AI safety will empower them in other domains where audio capture

is increasingly used, such as digital voice assistants inside the home,

smart watches worn by others, and informational robots.
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